Delay-tolerant networks (DTNs) have attracted increasing attention from governments, academia and industries in recent years. They are designed to provide a communication channel that exploits the inherent mobility of trams, buses and cars. However, the resulting highly dynamic network suffers from frequent disconnections, thereby making node-to-node communications extremely challenging. Researchers have thus proposed many routing/forwarding strategies in order to achieve high delivery ratios and/or low latencies and/or low overheads. Their main idea is to have nodes store and carry information bundles until a forwarding opportunity arises. This, however, creates the following problems. Nodes may have short contacts and/or insufficient buffer space. Consequently, nodes need to determine (i) the delivery order of bundles at each forwarding opportunity and (ii) the bundles that should be dropped when their buffer is full. To this end, we propose an efficient scheduling and drop policy for use under quota-based protocols. In particular, we make use of the encounter rate of nodes and context information such as time to live, number of available replicas and maximum number of forwarded bundle replicas to derive a bundle's priority. Simulation results, over a service quality metric comprising of delivery, delay and overhead, show that the proposed policy achieves up to 80 % improvement when nodes have an infinite buffer and up to 35 % when nodes have a finite buffer over six popular queuing policies: Drop Oldest (DO), Last Input First Output (LIFO), First Input First Output (FIFO), Most FOrwarded first (MOFO), LEast PRobable first (LEPR) and drop bundles with the greatest hop-count (HOP-COUNT). 
Introduction
In delay-tolerant networks (DTNs) [1] , delay-insensitive data are propagated between nodes whenever they are within radio range of one another. Example applications include exchanges between cars in a city to provide traffic information, safety messages regarding accidents and events of interest to drivers in different areas. This in turn warns drivers to use an alternative route and thereby relieves traffic congestion at accident sites. A key characteristic of DTNs is the lack of contemporaneous paths between any source and destination nodes. Hence, other nodes, i.e. trams, buses, cars and people, are involved to act as relays to help forward bundles/messages. However, these nodes may have intermittent connectivity because they are highly mobile or have a short contact period. As an example, consider two vehicles travelling in opposite directions at a speed of 20 m/s and have a radio range of 40 m. The link between the two vehicles will last for 40/20 = 2 s assuming negligible channel discovery time. A study on vehicular networks [2] shows that the duration of contacts between cars using IEEE 802.11 g crossing at 5.5 m/s is about 40 s, at 11.11 m/s, it is about 15 s and at 16.66 m/s, it is about 11 s.
DTN routing protocols can be classified into two groups based on the number of bundle replications [3, 4] : (i) flooding and (ii) quota. Flooding-based protocols send a replica of each bundle to any encountered nodes, whereas quota-based protocols restrict the number of replicas. In fact, unlike flooding-based routing protocols, the number of replicas in quota-based routing protocols is not dependent on the number of encounters and dictated by the specific policy of the protocol [5] . Flooding-based protocols do not require any knowledge of the network topology [5] [6] [7] . Despite their robust delivery ratio and low delay, flooding-based protocols have higher energy usage, bandwidth and buffer space consumption [7] [8] [9] . However, the buffer size of devices may be limited, which may lead to bundle loss and low delivery ratios, especially during high traffic loads [5, 6, 10] . In contrast, quota-based protocols employ a limited number of replicas, which improve network resource usage [11] . This means, under quota protocols, if senders forward all replicas of a bundle to encountered vehicles, they are no longer allowed to replicate the said bundle. In fact, quota-based protocols have been proven to achieve a reasonable trade-off between routing performance and resource consumption [12] . However, these routing protocols suffer from comparatively lower delivery ratios even though they are resource friendly [13] . Moreover, a fixed number of replicas for bundle replication lack the flexibility to react to any changes in resource capacity [14] .
As a critical consideration, a limited bandwidth and/or the insufficient duration of contacts may cause nodes to not be able to exchange all their bundles. Recall that the duration of contacts is affected by the speed of nodes. In such case, a strategy is required to manage the buffer in the case of forwarding and dropping. For example, assume that two nodes are in contact for 10 s and they have 20 bundles to forward to each other. Also, assume that the bandwidth capacity is 100 KBps, meaning that each node can forward 10 out of 20 bundles upon the contact. Hence, a queue policy makes the 20 bundles sorted based on the value of an objective function, e.g. delivery probability, delay. Then, bundles with higher priority are forwarded first. However, an inappropriate forwarding strategy may result in the system with a low delivery ratio and/or large delays. This is because bundles with a high delivery through a contact may not have the chance of being forwarded. Queue management is also needed when nodes experience buffer overflow. In this case, nodes with a full buffer need to provide room for incoming bundles. For this reason, they sort their buffered bundles based on the value of an objective function and drop a number of buffered bundles and replace them with incoming bundles. As a result, it is very important that nodes keep bundles in their buffer for a whilst until an appropriate forwarding opportunity arises. However, an inefficient drop policy may drop those bundles before meeting a good bundle carrier or even destination. Note that when bundles are sorted based on a metric, e.g. delivery probability, forward policy selects the bundle with the highest value whilst drop policy selects the bundles with the lowest value.
As a simple example of queue management, Fig. 1a shows that a bus and a motorbike have a 3-s contact period. The communication channel has a capacity of one bundle per second. The bus and motorbike have seven and five bundles, respectively, to exchange with each other. However, due to the short contact duration, they are unable to exchange all bundles. As a result, the bandwidth let only three bundles of each to be forwarded (i.e. assuming the bandwidth is bidirectional). Hence, the bus and motorbike must decide which bundles to forward first. Also, notice that the bus's buffer is full. Therefore, the bus must determine which bundle(s) to drop; see Fig. 1b . In this example, the bus replaces three buffered bundles with the three received bundles based on a criterion. The motorbike also has two rooms available for the two received bundles from the bus and has to drop one of its buffered bundles to replace with the last received bundle. However, dropping bundles arbitrarily may cause delivery failure. This is because a bundle with a high delivery probability may be dropped. To this end, the bus and motorbike need to prioritize their respective bundles in order to decide which bundles they want to drop or forward with the goal of maximizing delivery ratio. Hence, it is important to have an efficient (i) bundle drop policy and (ii) forward scheduling policy to decide the best bundle(s) to exchange.
Current buffer management policies [15] [16] [17] use local knowledge, which can be a bundle's time to live (TTL), queue waiting time and a bundle's hop-count. For example, the authors of [17] apply the "shortest life time first" policy to the PROPHET [18] routing protocol. Other buffer management policies [19] [20] [21] use global knowledge. For example, the context information of all bundles and their replicas including their hop-count and number of replicas disseminated. This information is exchanged at each contact but may result in high control overheads and buffer consumption. Moreover, ensuring this context information up to date is challenging, given the large delays experienced by nodes.
As mentioned in Section 2, to date, all buffer management schemes are mostly targeted at flooding protocols. This is logical that under flooding-based protocols, congestion occurs more frequently than quota-based protocols. However, under flooding protocols, if a bundle is dropped, there is still a high probability for the bundle to reach its destination. On the other hand, in quota protocols, as each bundle has finite copies, once a replica is dropped, the delivery probability of the corresponding bundle reduces. In other words, no provisions are provided to replace a dropped replica in order to maintain a high delivery ratio [14] . In the worst-case scenario, source nodes may remove all replicas/copies of a bundle.
Given the said observations, in this paper, we propose an efficient scheduling and drop policy for quota-based routing protocols [3, 4] . Our policy, called Queue Management in Encounter-Based Routing Protocol (QM-EBRP), takes advantage of the following bundle and node information: number of available replicas, maximum number of forwarded replicas, time to live and rate of encounters. This information is encapsulated in a multi-objective utility function that is then used for dropping or forwarding bundles. The proposed multi-objective utility function incorporates two metrics: (i) delivery ratio and (ii) delay. The delay metric specifies how long it takes for a bundle to travel from a source to its destination, whilst delivery ratio is the total number of bundles that arrive at their intended destination successfully with respect to the total number of generated bundles. These metrics are formulated as delivery function and delay function. Then, in order to optimize the delivery ratio and delay concurrently, a multi-objective function is proposed to consider the rate of change of the said functions with respect to two parameters: number of available replicas and time to live. Note that these parameters highly impact on delivery ratio and delay. To this end, the objective function considers how fast a bundle reaches the maximum delivery rate and minimum delay. Hence, forwarding bundles with the highest rate of change will improve delivery ratio and delay. Our main contributions are as follows:
Contrary to previous work [16, 19, 20, 22, 23] , which requires global knowledge, QM-EBRP takes advantage of local information. An example of local information used by QM-EBRP is the maximum number of forwarded replicas. Although this is known as global information, QM-EBRP calculates this metric based on the remaining replicas that can be disseminated. This metric implies that if a large number of nodes receive a bundle's replica, the bundle will have a high probability of delivery. To date, many schemes [16, 19, 20, 24] estimate global information to avoid high energy and bandwidth consumption [21] . For example, Krifa et al. in [20] approximate the number of replicas and number of nodes (excluding sources) that have seen a bundle i since its creation based on the number of buffered bundles that were created before bundle i. These schemes are dependent on the dissemination rate of previous bundles and run the risk of using obsolete/inaccurate information. QM-EBRP also uses another local information, namely, the encounter rate of node, which current encounter-based protocols [3, 4, 18] compute by default locally. Hence, in the case where destination's mobility pattern is not fully predictable, forwarding bundles to nodes with a high encounter rate increases the chance of bundle delivery. This is because a node with a high encounter rate will have more contact opportunities to forward replicas than those with a low encounter rate. Previous works on buffer management such as [15-17, 19, 20] mostly focus on flooding protocols, where bundles can be replicated indefinitely. This causes more congestion than quota protocols. However, under quota-based protocols, where the number of replicas is finite, if congestion occurs, dropping a bundle may reduce the probability of delivery. In this respect, QM-EBRP is the first buffer management policy designed for quota-based routing protocols. Nodes that use a quota protocol are aware of the total number of replicas for each bundle. Hence, a node can easily obtain statistical information such as the number of available replicas in its buffer and maximum number of forwarded replicas it has disseminated throughout the network thus far. To maximize delivery ratio and minimize delays, we employ utility functions. Specifically, we use the gradient of these functions with respect to a bundle's remaining lifetime and number of replicas in order to maximize delivery ratio and reduce delay. Hence, if bundle i has a larger gradient as compared to bundle j, bundle i will have a higher delivery probability. Finally, through a standard normalization, we use the said gradient in a multi-objective utility function that aims to maximize delivery and minimize delay concurrently. In our experimental studies, over varying mobility models, we compare QM-EBRP to the following state-of-the-art queuing policies: Drop Oldest (DO), Last Input First Output (LIFO), First Input First Output (FIFO), Most FOrwarded first (MOFO), LEast PRobable first (LEPR) and drop bundles with the greatest hop-count (HOP-COUNT). The results The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the state of the art in buffer management and scheduling. Section 3 describes the system, and Section 4 proposes the queue management policy QM-EBRP. Section 5 evaluates QM-EBRP against well-known buffered management schemes, and finally, Section 6 concludes this paper.
Related works
We categorize current buffer management schemes into two groups: (a) local knowledge schemes [15, 17, [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] and (b) global knowledge schemes [16, [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] . In the following sections, we review drop/forward policies in each category. Table 1 shows a taxonomy of all reviewed buffer management policies. Note that researchers have proposed many routing protocols for use in DTNs, challenging networks or vehicular networks. Interested readers are referred to [36, 37] .
Local knowledge schemes
To date, past works have considered classical buffer management policies such as DO, Drop Random (DR), LIFO and FIFO for use in DTNs [38] [39] [40] [41] . In DO, a node drops the bundle with the shortest TTL. The assumption is that a bundle with a short TTL implies it has been in the network for a long time and thus is likely to have been delivered. DR drops a bundle randomly. LIFO considers the arrival time of a bundle and drops the most recent bundle. In contrast, FIFO drops the bundle at the head of the queue, i.e. waited the longest. As long as the contact duration is sufficient to transmit all bundles, FIFO is a suitable policy. On the other hand, if the contact duration is limited, then FIFO fails because it does not provide any mechanism for preferential delivery or storing high priority messages. In [38] , Dias et al. evaluated the impact of the said policies on the performance of two routing protocols: epidemic [42] and Spray and Wait [43] . However, a bundle may have a small TTL but has a high probability to be delivered by a node. In this case, DO drops the bundle despite its high delivery probability.
In [15] , Zhang et al. presented the impact of finite buffer and short contact duration when using the epidemic routing protocol [42] and evaluated drop policies such as drop-head (Drop Oldest), drop-tail and drophead high priority. For the drop-head policy, when a node receives a new bundle and its buffer is full, the node drops the oldest bundle. Using drop-tail, when the buffer of a node is full, the node will not accept any bundle. As for the last policy, (i) if a source bundle, one that is transmitted by a source node, is sent to a node with a full buffer, the receiving node will first drop the oldest relayed bundle. Here, a "relayed bundle" is one forwarded by a non-source node. If there are no relayed bundles, the node drops the oldest source bundle, (ii) if a relayed bundle is sent to a node with a full buffer, the receiving node drops the oldest relayed bundle and if there is no relayed bundle, the new relayed bundle is not accepted.
Rashid et al. in [44] propose a drop policy which drops the stored bundle if its size is equal to or greater than the size of the incoming message. In another work [45] , they drop bundles that have a size greater than or equal to the mean size of the node's buffered bundles. Similarly, in [46] , a bundle with the largest size will be dropped. In [47] , a policy called Credit-Based Congestion Control mechanism is proposed that uses the age of a bundle as a heuristic to decide which bundle to be dropped when congestion occurs.
Recent work uses local knowledge in forward/drop policy. For example, Naves et al. [28] propose two drop policies: Less Probable Spray (LPS) and Least Recent Forward (LRF). In the former, a node uses the bundle delivery probability and estimates the number of replicas already disseminated to decide which bundle to drop. Hence, a node drops a bundle with the lowest delivery probability, only if it has disseminated the minimum number of replicas. This minimum is set according to network characteristics such as connectivity degree and inter-contact time. On the other hand, LRF, as its name implies, forwards the bundle that has not been forwarded over a certain period of time. In a similar work, Lindgren and Phanse [17] evaluated the following buffer management policies under the PROPHET [18] routing protocol: MOFO, most favourable first, DO, and LEPR. In the Most FOrwarded first policy, bundles that have been forwarded the most are dropped. In the most favourable first policy, the bundle with the highest delivery probability is dropped. The LEast PRobable first policy drops the bundle with the lowest delivery probability. The problem with the Most FOrwarded first policy is that it does not consider a bundle's lifetime, meaning a bundle with insufficient lifetime for delivery will not be dropped if the bundle has not been forwarded the most. Similar to [18] , Rashid et al. [48] propose a buffer management policy called Message Drop Control Source Relay (MDC-SR) that controls the number of dropped bundles by modifying MOFO. This is because MOFO may drop a large number of dropped bundles in order to accommodate new bundles whereas, due to the mobility node, the dropped bundles may be forwarded again to the same node in the future. This results in the network with high network overhead. In MDC-SR, they define an upper bound threshold for the number of buffered bundles such that if a node holds more buffered message count than an upper bound, the drop procedure will not be called.
In another work, Burns et al. [28] propose Meets and Visits (MV), a scheme that learns the frequency of meetings between nodes and how often they visit a certain region. This information is used to rank each bundle according to the likelihood of delivering a bundle through a specific path. However, many bundles with the same destination may exist in a node's buffer. Hence, in this case, all of them have the same priority to be forwarded whereas their different TTL values can affect bundle delivery. In another work, Pan et al. [27] propose a comprehensive buffer management policy based on state information such as node ID, list of buffered bundles and the five nodes that have the highest encounter rate. During routing, for a given bundle, a sender determines whether encountered nodes have recently met the bundle's destination. If so, the sender forwards the bundle to these nodes. It then arranges bundles in ascending order based on the hop-count and number of forwards. Bundles with a hop-count greater than a threshold as well as having a size that is larger or equal to the size of a newly received bundle are selected for dropping and are arranged in ascending order based on the number of forwards. Accordingly, a node drops the bundle that has been forwarded the most. In another drop policy, Ayub and Rashid [26] propose T-drop, a policy that considers the size of bundles during congestion. Specifically, by defining a threshold range, a bundle is dropped if its size is within said threshold.
In [29] , Fathima and Wahidabanu classify bundles based on their degree of importance into three priority queues: high, medium and low. When a node's buffer is full, those with a low priority are dropped first followed by those with a medium priority. Apart from that, they also consider the TTL value of bundles and specify that nodes do not drop their own bundles. In a similar work, Rohner et al. [30] propose an ordering policy that uses a relevance score to determine whether there is a match between a node's interests and a bundle's metadata.
Recently, Rashid et al. [24] proposed a drop policy called WBD that assigns a weight to each buffered bundle based on the message's properties such as size of bundle, its remaining lifetime, the residence time in the buffer, its hop-count and the replication's count. According to the weight of bundles, they are prioritized and the bundle with larger weight is dropped first. As mentioned in their paper, the replication's count is the number of relays that carry a given bundle and its value is obtained from time to live value of the bundle. However, they have not mentioned the correlation of bundle's lifetime and the number of relays.
In the schemes discussed thus far, references [15, 38] have considered classical drop/forward policies to deal with a limited bandwidth (short contact duration) and a finite buffer (congestion). However, these policies have not considered the parameters that are relevant to bundle delivery such as number of replicas. We will show in Section 4 that this can affect delivery ratios. Although references [17, 28] have considered using the number of replicas disseminated by a given node, this parameter does not represent the total number of disseminated replicas globally. In other words, for a given bundle, each node only knows the number of replicas that it has forwarded. In [25] and [27] , the authors take advantage of encounter rates to estimate the probability of delivery. However, similar to references [17, 28] , they do not know how many replicas have been disseminated throughout a DTN. None of the local knowledge schemes proposed thus far consider the number of disseminated replicas and/or number of replicas that will be disseminated in the future. This information can be used to evaluate bundle delivery probability. However, under flooding-based protocols, it is impractical to obtain this information in order to make better decision when forwarding/discarding bundles. In QM-EBRP, we obtain this extra information locally, specifically information already maintained by quota-based protocols. In the next section, we will review global knowledge schemes and outline how they use the number of disseminated replicas and the number of nodes that have seen a given bundle.
Global knowledge schemes
RAPID [22] is the first protocol that considers both buffer and bandwidth constraints. RAPID assigns a utility to each bundle. A bundle's utility measures its expected contribution in maximizing a metric such as delay. RAPID replicates bundles that lead to the highest increase in utility. A key limitation of RAPID is that in order to derive bundle utilities, information about replicas has to be flooded throughout the network. This causes high overheads, and due to delays, the propagated information may be obsolete when it reaches nodes. Also, their results show that whenever traffic increases, their metadata channel consumes more bandwidth. This is undesirable because metadata amplifies the effects of congestion by occupying precious buffer space. In our work, we avoid these problems by using local information. In another work [23] , Yong et al. present a drop policy that uses the control channel in [22] to help nodes obtain global network information such as transmission opportunities of bundles, node meeting times and duration. However, forwarding issue is not addressed. In [16] , Kim et al. propose a drop policy to minimize the impact of buffer overflow. When buffer overflows, a node discards the bundle with the largest expected number of copies. This assumes keeping bundles with a small number of replicas increases delivery ratio.
Krifa et al. [20] introduce a distributed algorithm to approximate the number of replicas and number of nodes (excluding source) that have seen a bundle i since its creation. This estimation is based on the number of buffered bundles that were created before bundle i. As a result, this algorithm is dependent on the dissemination rate of previous bundles. This means any change in topology will result in inaccurate/obsolete information, especially for newly generated bundles [19] . In a similar work to [20] , Yin et al. [31] propose an Optimal Buffer Management (OBM) policy to optimize the sequence of bundles for forwarding/discarding. They use a multiobjective utility function that considers metrics such as delivery, delay and overhead concurrently. In another work, Pan et al. [32] combine two routing protocols:
PROPHET [18] and binary Spray and Wait [43] . An encountered node is selected for forwarding based on PROPHET, and a number of replicas for forwarding is based on binary Spray and Wait. They use the bundle utility in [20] to drop bundles with the lowest utility value when a node's buffer is full. Moreover, if the last copy of a bundle is left at a sender and its utility is greater than a threshold, the last copy is forwarded. Otherwise the copy will remain at the sender. However, similar to [20] , this method suffers from obsolete/inaccurate information.
Yun et al. in [49] propose a drop policy called the Average Forwarding Number based on Epidemic Routing (AFNER). In AFNER, when a node needs to receive an incoming message and its buffer is full, the node drops a bundle whose number of forwarded replicas is larger than the average number of the whole forwarded replicas in the network.
In a recent work [21] , Krifa et al. propose a drop and forward policy that permits nodes to gather global knowledge at different times. Hence, during contacts, nodes flood information such as "a list of encountered nodes" and "the state of each bundle carried by them" as a function of time. However, due to large delays, this information may take a long time to propagate. The authors estimate the dissemination rate of a bundle based on the average dissemination rate of older bundles. However, the computed rate may have a large variance, causing errors when computing the resulting utility function. Elwhishi et al. [19] use the Markov chain model of [50] to predict the delay and delivery ratio under epidemic forwarding. However, as computing the stationary probabilities of the Markov chain incurs high computational complexity, they propose a forward/drop policy called Global History-based Prediction (GHP) that uses ordinary differential equations (ODEs). The ODEs, which calculate the utility of each bundle, incorporate two global parameters: the number of bundle copies and the number of nodes that have seen a bundle.
In [33] , Liu et al. use a utility that estimates the total number of replicas and the dissemination speed of a bundle. Nodes update this information when they meet each other. During congestion and forwarding, a bundle that has the maximum utility value is dropped first and a bundle with the minimum utility value is forwarded first. Also, during forwarding, if the maximum utility of bundles in a sender's queue is smaller than the minimum utility value of bundles in a receiver's node, the sender forwards all its bundles to the receiver. Moreover, if the minimum utility value of bundles in a sender's queue is greater than the maximum utility value of bundles in a receiver's node, the sender will only forward bundles if the receiver has free space. In a similar work to [33] , Shin and Kim [34] propose a forward/drop policy that uses, (i) for a given bundle, an estimate of the total number of replicas, in a DTN, and (ii) for a given node, the number of replicas of a bundle it has replicated. Based on the said parameters and the elapsed time since a bundle was generated, a per bundle delivery utility is calculated. Also, a per bundle delay utility is derived from parameters (i) and (ii) and the bundle's remaining lifetime.
Ramanathan et al. [35] propose the PRioritized EPidemic scheme (PREP), a drop and forward policy for epidemic routing protocols. PREP prioritizes bundles based on source-destination cost and bundle expiry time. Here, cost is the average outage time of links on a path, and this information is flooded throughout a DTN and is used by the Dijkstra algorithm to compute the minimum source-destination cost. In their drop policy, a node with a full buffer first selects bundles that have a hop-count value greater than a threshold. Accordingly, selected bundles are sorted based on their cost to their intended destination and the bundle with the maximum cost is dropped first. In terms of transmission priority, if a bundle incurs a lower cost of delivery through an encountered node, the bundle with the longest remaining lifetime will be forwarded first. The main limitation of PREP is that it requires link cost to be flooded. However, due to large delays and dynamic topology, the computed path cost may become dated quickly.
Although the aforementioned policies are used to handle forward and drop bundles when congestion occurs, some other policies are also proposed to regulate congestion in the network [51] . For example, in [52] , Coe and Rachavendra propose a token-based congestion control regulates the amount of traffic in the network based on network capacity. Network capacity is measured by the amount of data to be delivered within a given time period. The proposed scheme in [53] responds to congestion by limiting the number of bundles' replicas based on the current level of congestion in the network. The congestion level is an estimation of traffic amount at nodes that is collected during node encounters. Similarly, in [54] , nodes broadcast their buffer occupancy to their neighbours. Then, this information is used to decide which nodes to forward. In [55] , nodes use a migration algorithm to transfer bundle to nodes at which less congestion occurs. Table 1 shows a comparison of prior works and also to QM-EBRP. In summary, we make the following contributions with respect to the problem outlined in Section 1. First, the aforementioned local and global policies [15-17, 19-23, 25-35] are designed for flooding protocols, e.g. [18, 42] . This means they are allowed to replicate a bundle without any limit. However, under quota-based protocols, if a replica is dropped, the bundle will have one fewer copy. This may reduce the probability of delivery. Although many schemes, e.g. [16, 17, 19-23, 27, 31-34] , have considered the number of disseminated replicas to estimate the delivery probability, they do not take into consideration the remaining number of replicas that nodes are permitted to replicate. In contrast, our proposed policy, QM-EBRP, works under quota protocols, meaning we take into account the number of existing replicas and the remaining replicas to be disseminated in the future.
Discussion
Second, in a DTN using a flooding protocol, buffer management is exacerbated by the difficulty in obtaining global knowledge of bundles and other nodes. The key questions to be answered include (i) how many replicas are distributed in a DTN, (ii) how many replicas of a bundle will be disseminated in the future and (iii) which bundles have already been delivered to their destination. Prior works [16, 17, 19-23, 27, 31-34] consider a bundle with a larger number of disseminated replicas to have a higher chance to be delivered. However, due to large delays, collected information may become obsolete. References [19, 21] address this problem by approximating the required information via a Gaussian distribution. However, the resulting estimates are not accurate under different forwarding strategies. To address this issue, we utilize three bundle properties available locally at each node: number of available replicas, maximum number of forwarded replicas and time to live. As we show in Section 3, these properties enable us to derive functions which calculate expected delay and the probability that a bundle has been delivered or will be delivered in the future. Then, we calculate the gradient of the said functions with respect to the number of available replicas and time to live in order to consider the rate of change in delivery probability when the parameters change. In turn, these rates of change enable the system to know how quickly the system reaches to maximum delivery probability. Accordingly, nodes prioritize the dropping and forwarding of bundles during congestion and at each contact.
System description
Let us consider a DTN where source nodes generate bundles periodically. Each bundle specifies the number of copies which a relay is allowed to create. Each bundle must be delivered to its destination within a given TTL. Moreover, each node records its rate of encounters with other nodes. This will be used to determine the forwarding priority of a bundle at each contact and which bundles to drop when buffer overflows. We first describe system settings. Specifically, we first expound the routing protocol (forwarding strategy), mobility model and assumptions before formulating the problem precisely.
Routing
As mentioned, in this paper, we consider encounter-based quota protocols [3, 5] , specifically EBR [5] . In details, EBR generates a finite number of replicas for each bundle. Every node running EBR is responsible for maintaining its past average rate of encounter with other nodes, which is then used to predict future encounter rates. To track a node's rate of encounter, the node maintains two pieces of local information: an encounter value (EV), and a current window counter (CWC).
The variable EV represents a node's past rate of encounters as an exponentially weighted moving average, whilst CWC is the number of encounters in the current time interval. EV is updated periodically to account for the most recent CWC. Specifically, EV is computed as follows:
where α ∈ (0, 1) is a weighting coefficient, i.e. α = 0.85. In EBR, every 30 s, nodes' encounter rate is updated and the CWC is reset to zero. Equation (1) is inspired by studies [56, 57] on the characteristics of human mobility from real-world traces in where people usually roam in relatively small regions. This implies that maintaining a node's past average rate of encounters can be efficiently used in prediction of future encounter rate. In words, Eq. (1) is used to gradually adapt a node's encounter rate when the node is located in high-or low-node-density areas. Accordingly, to detect large shifts quickly, α is assumed to be a large value, e.g. α = 0.85. The value of this parameter is clearly justified in EBR. The primary purpose of tracking the rate of encounter is to decide how many replicas of a bundle a node will transfer during a contact opportunity. Hence, when nodes a and b meet each other, node a sends a proportional number of the ith bundle M i based on the encounter rate of both sender and receiver. Specifically,
where m i is the available number of replicas for the ith bundle at node a. The terms EV a and EV b respectively represent the encounter rate for nodes a and b. As a result, k replicas of bundle M i are forwarded to node b.
We adopt EBR because of the following reasons. Firstly, it uses encounter rates when forwarding bundles.
In DTNs, nodes will naturally have varying rates of encounters [4, 5] . This parameter is used to derive the service rate of a node, which has a non-negligible impact on delivery ratio and delay. Secondly, EBR limits the number of replicas for each generated bundle. Therefore, for each bundle, a fixed number of replicas exist in the network that gives knowledge to each node to know the maximum number of replicas of each bundle that can be disseminated in the network. We emphasize that the routing process and scheduling policy are completely decoupled. This means that the next hop selection is decided based on a routing protocol, e.g. EBR, where a series of bundles are selected for forwarding whereas when a node's buffer is full and/or contact's duration is not sufficient to forward all selected bundles, a decision is made by a scheduling policy, i.e. QM-EBRP. This is the focus of the present work, and as we show in Section 5, this accounts for better performance.
Mobility model
Nodes change their location, velocity and acceleration over time. These parameters are governed by the mobility model. In general, mobility models [58] [59] [60] [61] can be categorized into (i) map and (ii) random. Map-based models dictate the movement of nodes according to predefined paths and routes derived from real map data. In random mobility models, nodes do not follow any predetermined paths. However, random mobility models are not realistic as humans do not move randomly. Hence, in this paper, we consider mobility models, e.g. [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] , where meeting time distribution has the following property of the mobility model assumed in [50, [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] . We assume the meeting times between nodes are distributed exponentially. As an example of such assumption, Karagiannis et al. in [62] used six distinct traces, namely UCSD [64] , Vehicular [65] , MITcell [66, 67] , MITbt [66, 67] , Cambridge [68, 69] and Infocom [68, 70] in order to demonstrate the exponential distribution of meeting times across all data sets. Here, "meeting" refers to the time when two nodes come within radio range of each other.
We make the following assumptions: 
Proposed queue management policy
Let us consider a contact between nodes i and j, with both nodes having limited resources, i.e. low data rate and buffer space. In this setting, there are two subproblems:
Forward scheduling policy. If node i has bundles to forward to node j, but is faced with a short contact duration or low data rate, both of which prevent it from forwarding all bundles to node j, the question then is to determine which bundles to forward such that the delivery ratio is maximized and the delay is minimized. Bundle drop policy. Consider when one or more bundles arrive at node j with a full buffer. The question then is to determine which bundles to discard whilst maximizing delivery ratio and minimizing delay.
The objective of both policies is to control congestion in order to improve delivery and delay. However, this becomes challenging when there are only a finite number of replicas, as is the case with quota protocols. To this end, we propose a Queue Management in EncounterBased Routing Protocol (QM-EBRP) policy, designed specifically for quota-based protocols with the aim of maximizing (i) the delivery ratio of all bundles and (ii) the expected average delay of all delivered bundles.
Overview
Algorithm 1 presents the steps performed by QM-EBRP. Figure 2 provides an overview of QM-EBRP's functional modules and their relationships. Our algorithm starts whenever a connection is up (line 2). Upon contact, a node can either be in the send or receive mode, depending on the summary vector exchange during contact. In the receiving mode, for every bundle i in a receiver's buffer, the multi-objective utility UF i () is called to determine the bundle's utility. After that, bundles are sorted in ascending order. Finally, based on the sorted bundle list, dropQueue bundles are dropped from the head of the queue (lines 4-9). In the sending mode, the EBR [5] routing protocol selects bundles to forward. Hence, we will have a list of bundles for forwarding, called forwardSelection. In the next step, a multi-objective utility is calculated for every bundle in the forwardSelection list. Bundles are then sorted in descending order. Finally, bundles are dropped from the head of the sorted list forwardQueue (line 18).
A key module used by QM-EBRP is the multi-objective utility function, which uses the delay and delivery function. Figure 3 depicts the components of the proposed multi-objective function. Briefly, as we will explain in Section 4.2, the delivery function P i () considers the probability of delivery for every bundle i. To calculate the delivery probability, we need to calculate how likely bundle i has been delivered or will be delivered in the future. This is carried out, for a given bundle i, using the number of disseminated replicas and the number of replicas that will be disseminated in the future. The delay function considers the expected delay E i of bundle i, if the bundle is not yet delivered (details in Section 4.3). The expected delay of bundle i is the time until the first copy of bundle i is delivered to its destination. Given both functions, we use their rate of change with respect to two parameters, namely, the number of current replicas (n i ) and bundle's lifetime (TTL i ) to derive a bundle i's maximum delivery ratio and minimum delay; see Sections 4.2.1 and 4.3.1. Both functions are then used in a multi-objective function, which is then responsible for prioritizing bundles during congestion and forwarding. Table 2 lists a summary of all notations used in the following sections.
Delivery function
Let L denote the number of nodes. We denote the number of bundles at time t by K(t). Each bundle has N replicas. Assume that each node j has a meeting rate M j (t) and each bundle i has a lifetime at time t of TTL i (t). In fact, M j (t) is obtained from EBR that determines the node j's encounter rate. Recall that the value of M j (t) for each node is different over time. Hence, the probability that a copy of bundle i will not be delivered by node j is dependent on the probability that node j's next meeting time with the destination is greater than TTL i (t). This probability is equal to exp(−M j (t) × TTL i (t)).
For each bundle i ∈ [1, K(t)], let n i (t) be the number of replicas of bundle i that a node has in its buffer at time t. Also, denote m i (t) the number of replicas of bundle i that has been forwarded to other nodes up to time t, i.e. we have n i (t) + m i (t) = N. For example, a source node generates bundle i with 10 replicas (N = 10); after two contacts with other nodes, only three replicas are left at source node (n i (t) = 3). Hence, the maximum number of replicas that has been disseminated throughout the network is seven (m i (t) = 7). We also define "A" and "B" to be the event "bundle i has not been delivered" and "bundle i will not be delivered in the future", respectively. Then, if we know bundle i has n i (t) available replicas at node j at time t, we have the following conditional probability:
Equation (3) considers how likely node j will not deliver bundle i with n i (t) available replicas. Note that this equation does not take into account whether a copy of bundle i has been delivered up to time t. Hence, if we assume all nodes including bundle i's destination have the same chance to receive bundle i, the probability that one of the m i (t) replicas of bundle i has been delivered is 
where Ā corresponds to the event "bundle i is delivered". Notice that the system ensures that the number of forwarded replicas throughout the network is not greater than m i (t). Hence, in this calculation, we know that the probability that a bundle is delivered is not greater than a threshold. Combining Eqs. (3) and (4), the probability that a bundle i with N replicas will be delivered before its TTL expires is
In words, Eq. (5) calculates the delivery probability of each bundle. Hence, the global delivery ratio (DR) of all existing bundles at time t is calculated as follows:
Delivery utility
To maximize the delivery ratio, we calculate the rate of change with respect to n i (t) and TTL i (t). Specifically, the gradient of the delivery ratio is
where ∂P i ∂n i t ð Þ and ∂P i ∂TTL i t ð Þ are the rate of change of the delivery ratio with respect to n i (t) and TTL i (t) and are defined as follows:
The maximal directional directive is then
As we will see later, QM-EBRP uses Eq. (10) as the delivery utility for a copy of bundle i with respect to the total delivery rate.
Delay function
We now consider delay. Let X i be a random variable corresponding to the delay of bundle i. Also, let T i be the elapsed time for bundle i. In other words, it measures the time since bundle i was generated by its source node. Then, the expected delay for bundle i for which none of its copies are delivered is given by
The mean or expected value of an exponential distribution with rate parameter λ is 1 λ [71] . As mentioned in [21] , the time until the first copy of bundle i reaches the destination via node j follows an exponential distribution with rate parameter M j (t) × n i (t). Hence, the mean or expected value of this distribution is
. It follows that
Substituting Eq. (12) into Eq. (11), we get
Hence, D i is the expected delay for each bundle i. The following equation is used to calculate the average delay (AD) of all bundles at time t:
Delay utility
We next turn our attention to minimizing the average delay. Equation (15) represents the delay utility for bundle i. We derive the rate of change for delay, see Eq. (13), in the direction of the negative gradient with respect to n i (t). The derived equation represents how fast a bundle will be delivered. This means a bundle with a large delivery utility will experience minimum delay. Hence, a node needs to apply the following delay utility for each bundle i:
Multi-objective utility function
We use a multi-objective function that incorporates delivery (see Eq. (10)) and delay utility (see Eq. (15)).
Briefly, a multi-objective utility function is represented as the following multi-objective optimization problem:
where the integer k ≥ 2 is the number of objectives and x is a vector of decision variables in the set X. A key issue when incorporating the said utilities is that their values are in a different domain. For example, the domain of the delivery utility belongs to ℝ + and for the delay utility, it is ℝ − . To this end, we normalize the delay and delivery utility as follows:
where μ dvu is the mean of delivery utility of all bundles in a node's queue. Also, σ dvu is the standard deviation of delivery utility of the considered bundles. The same procedure applies to Delay_U i . Specifically,
where μ dlu is the mean of delay utility of all bundles in a node's queue. Also, σ dlu is the standard deviation of delay utility of the considered bundles. Hence, the multiobjective utility function UF i used by QM-EBRP is as follows:
The coefficients α and β determine the impact of delivery and delay on the multi-objective utility function, respectively. In this paper, we investigate delivery and delay equally, meaning α = β = 1. In words, Eq. (19) represents how fast bundle i reaches the maximum delivery rate and minimum delay. Hence, if bundle i has a greater utility value than bundle j, bundle i will have a higher delivery probability and lower delay. Hence, in this paper, we use Eq. (19) in order to obtain the utility for each bundle.
Evaluation
Our experiments are conducted in the Java-based simulator, Opportunistic Network Environment (ONE) [72] . It is able to generate node movements using different mobility models. Example mobility models [58] [59] [60] include the shortest map-based model, working day movement model and random walk model.
We evaluate QM-EBRP against six local knowledge policies and one optimal global knowledge policy. We first present a brief description of the following local knowledge policies: DO, LIFO, FIFO, MOFO, LEPR and drop greatest HOP-COUNT. We briefly describe how each said policy is used as a drop and forward policy. DO drops the oldest bundle if a node's buffer is full and forwards the bundle that has the maximum lifetime. LIFO drops the last arriving bundle and forwards the bundle at the head of the queue. FIFO drops the bundle at the head of the queue and forwards the last bundle that has arrived. In MOFO, every node maintains a variable FP, which is initialized to zero, for each bundle. Each time a bundle is forwarded, FP is updated according to Eq. (20), where P is the delivery probability that is used in PROPHET [18] .
The bundle that has been forwarded the most, i.e. the highest FP, is dropped first, and the bundle that has been forwarded the least, i.e. the lowest FP, is forwarded first. LEPR drops the bundle with the lowest delivery probability. In other words, LEPR drops the bundle that has the lowest P. Lastly, HOP-COUNT drops the bundle that has the greatest number of hops and forwards the bundle that has the smallest number of hops. We also evaluated QM-EBRP against Optimal Global Knowledge (OGK), a scheme that is similar to [21] and [33] . In this policy, we assume that nodes are synchronized with a shared global memory to update bundle information such as the number of disseminated replicas. Accordingly, every node is instantly aware of the accurate number of disseminated replicas of each bundle in the network. This policy thus allows us to compare QM-EBRP against a theoretical scheme.
We categorize our experiments into three groups based on mobility models. Specifically, we use ONE's default setting, whereby in the first group of experiments, the shortest map-based model is considered in a 5 × 3 km 2 area of downtown Helsinki, Finland. There are 60 nodes, each with a radio range of 20 m. We first assume all nodes have infinite buffer space and the speed of nodes is varied from 0.5 to 60 m/s, at an increment of 10. This causes nodes to have different contact durations. After that, we assume all nodes have finite buffer space and move at a constant speed of 30 m/s. We vary nodes' buffer space from 5 to 40 bundles, where the buffer size is double that of the previous experiment, i.e. 5, 10, 20 and 40 bundles. Lastly, we study the scenario where nodes have space for five bundles and the number of source/destination is varied from 10 to 60. In this experiment, bundles have a 60-min lifetime and the simulations last for 12 simulated hours and each data point is an average of 20 runs.
In the second experiment group, the working day movement of 60 people and 50 taxicabs is simulated in a 10 × 8 km 2 area of Manhattan, NY, USA [72] . People use their car with a probability of 0.5 to go shopping or work. Otherwise, they have to walk or catch a taxicab with a probability of 0.5. Cars and taxicabs move at a minimum speed of 20 m/s and a maximum speed of 30 m/s, and pedestrians move at 2 m/s. Note that nodes are either at home, working or carrying out other activities such as shopping and meetings. These activities are deemed to be the most common and capture a typical working day for most people [73] . This experiment evaluates the network performance when the buffer space is varied from 10 to 70 bundles in increments of 10 bundles. All nodes are equipped with a radio range of 30 m.
In this experiment, bundles have an 8-h lifetime and the simulations last for three simulated days.
In the third group of experiments, 60 nodes with a radio range of 30 m move randomly in a 2 × 2 km 2 area. This experiment evaluates the network performance when the buffer space is varied from 10 to 200 bundles in increments of 20 bundles. Bundles have a 5-h lifetime, and the simulations last for 24 simulated hours. Note that, in all experiments, the bundle size is 100 KB, and sources generate a bundle every 10 s. All nodes, upon 
contact, have a transmission speed of 100 KBps. Also, each data point is an average of 10 runs, with minimum and maximum confidence intervals. We consider three conventional performance metrics as well as introducing three other metrics used by the authors of EBR [5] to show the relative relationship between conventional metrics. Conventional metrics used include (1) delivery probability, defined as the ratio between the number of delivered bundles to the number of generated bundles; (2) overhead, defined as the ratio of the number of delivered bundles and number of carrier nodes; and (3) average delay, defined as the time from when a bundle is generated to its reception time. Whilst these three conventional metrics provide a comprehensive comparison, many protocols optimize one metric at the expense of another. Consider a protocol that delivers bundles quickly by preferentially using routes with a small number of hops. Otherwise, it does not forward bundles. Consequently, the protocol has a low overhead but delivery ratio is low. To overcome this issue, the following composite metrics are used to penalize protocols that unfairly optimize a metric. Briefly, Eq. (21) defines DA based on delivery ratio (DR) and average delay (AD).
In other words, DA scales the performance accordingly if a protocol optimizes for delivery ratio but has poor delay. Equation (22) defines DOR based on DR and overhead ratio (OR), i.e.
DOR¼DR Â 1 OR ð22Þ
Hence, DOR captures the trade-off between DR and resulting overheads. Lastly, Eq. (23) defines DAO based on DR, AD and OR.
In other words, DAO quantifies the performance of a protocol that myopically optimizes delivery ratio at the expense of average delays and overheads. Figure 4 shows the impact of speed and radio range when nodes have infinite buffer space. Hence, we do not consider drop policy. Recall that in the first scenario, nodes have different speeds, which help to simulate different contact duration. That is, when nodes' speed increases, contact periods become shorter and nodes cannot forward all queued bundles during contacts. In Fig. 4a , we find that the policies that do not use bundle information such as TTL result in low delivery ratios. For example, FIFO, HOP-COUNT, LEPR, MOFO and LIFO have a delivery ratio between 70.5 and 71.3 %. These policies prioritize bundles based on information such as arrival time, nodes' encounter rate and number of relays. Hence, for said policies, nodes may receive old bundles that do not have sufficient lifetime. Recall that the main reason for using bundle lifetime is to avoid forwarding old bundles during contact. For example, DO sends the bundle that has the longest remaining lifetime. We see DO has 5 % better delivery performance as compared to the said policies. Now, consider the scenario where node A has stored a bundle that has a large lifetime but the bundle has no more replicas to be forwarded. Accordingly, if node A meets the bundle's destination, the bundle will be delivered. Otherwise, it will never leave node A until its lifetime expires. In QM-EBRP, a higher forward priority is given to bundles that have a large lifetime and those that will generate a large number of replicas in the future. As shown in Fig. 4a , QM-EBRP performs up to 15 % better than other policies in terms of bundle delivery. Note that, at speeds of 0.5 and 60 m/s, all the considered forward/drop policies have similar delivery probability. This is because at low speeds, nodes are within each other's range for sufficiently long, thereby allowing them to drain their queue.
Shortest map-based mobility
On the other hand, at high speeds, a contact may not be sufficient to transmit even one bundle. Consequently, delivery ratio reduces significantly. In terms of delay, as shown in Fig. 4b , policies that forward newly generated bundles or recently transmitted bundles achieve a low delay. For example, DO, FIFO and HOP-COUNT have a delay of 1450, 1590 and 1630 s, respectively. QM-EBRP trades off delivery ratio and delay such that bundles' expected delay reduces and delivery ratio increases. Figure 4b shows that QM-EBRP delivers bundles up to 25 % quicker as compared to DO. We also found policies may deliver a small number of bundles quickly using a small number of hops. In this case, the overhead and delay reduces but the network experiences a low delivery ratio. Figure 4d shows the trade-off between delivered bundles and delays. QM-EBRP recorded 60 % improvement in terms of DA. Figure 4e shows that QM-EBRP has up to 32 % improvement in terms of DOR. Also, Fig. 4f shows that QM-EBRP improves DOA up to 80 %. Figure 5 shows a comparison of QM-EBRP against OGK. Although OGK does not suffer from inaccurate/obsolete information, it disregards information such as the lifetime of bundles and the encounter rates of nodes. This causes OGK to give a high priority to bundles that have a large number of replicas despite their short lifetime. The results in Fig. 5a show that QM-EBRP has 10 % more delivered bundles. Also, Fig. 5b shows that QM-EBRP has up to 25 % reduction in delay as compared to OGK.
In the next experiment, we consider different buffer sizes. We find that although increasing nodes' buffer size causes nodes to store more bundles, it can result in a high ratio of dropped bundles when long contacts occur. On the other hand, increasing nodes' buffer size causes nodes to select a larger number of bundles for forwarding over short contacts. QM-EBRP will lower the priority of a bundle with a lower delivery probability and larger delay. Note that a bundle has a low delivery probability if the dissemination rate is low and/or its remaining lifetime is short. Figure 6a shows that QM-EBRP has up to 12 % improvement in terms of delivery ratio as compared to DO. LIFO has the worse delivery ratio with 5 % fewer delivered bundles as compared to MOFO and LEPR. This is because LIFO drops recently received bundles. We found that delivery ratio gradually increases when nodes' buffer size increases. This is because nodes have the capability to buffer more bundles. In contrast, we see that in Fig. 6b , delivery delay also increases. This can be explained as follows. Suppose that contact duration is short. When nodes have a small buffer size, i.e. five bundles, nodes are able to drain their queue. On the other hand, when nodes have a large buffer size, i.e. 20 and 40 bundles, they can only transmit a small portion of queued bundles. In this case, a large number of bundles may not be forwarded for a long time. This results in increased delay. In terms of delay, Fig. 6b shows that QM-EBRP has up to 16 % reduction as compared to DO and up to 23 % as compared to FIFO and HOP-COUNT. In terms of overheads, forwarding bundles that have a low delivery probability increases overhead. This is because forwarding these bundles increases the number of relays even though they may not have a chance to be delivered. QM-EBRP addresses this problem by giving a low priority to bundles that have a low delivery probability. From Fig. 6c , we see that QM-EBRP has up to 7 % reduction in overhead. To quantify the trade-off between delivery and delay, Fig. 6d depicts that QM-EBRP has up to 23 % improvement in DA. Also, Fig 6e shows the trade-off between delivery and overhead that QM-EBRP has up to 22 % improvement in DOR. In terms of the trade-off between delivery, delay and overhead, Fig. 6f shows that QM-EBRP has up to 30 % improvement in terms of DAO. Figure 7 compares QM-EBRP against OGK. In terms of delivery, Fig. 7a shows that QM-EBRP has up to 12 % improvement. As we mentioned earlier, when we increase the buffer size of nodes, a large number of bundles may not be forwarded for a long time. However, OGK does not consider the expected delay when forwarding bundles. Hence, bundles experience a large delay of 990 s. The performance of OGK versus QM-EBRP exhibits a similar trend for the forthcoming mobility models. We thus omit them from the paper. Figure 8 shows the impact of different numbers of source/destination nodes. Suppose that only one destination exists in the northern part of a city and the source is in the southern part of the city. Hence, nodes forward bundles towards the northern part of the city and consequently, nodes in that area experience a high load and thus drop bundles frequently. This example illustrates the downside of forwarding all bundles towards a small number of destinations, i.e. 10. Indeed, in our experiments, it results in protocols with low delivery ratios and large delays. For example, DO, FIFO and HOP-COUNT have a delivery ratio of 65, 64 and 62 %, respectively. Now, suppose there are multiple, geographically dispersed destination nodes. This means traffic will be distributed uniformly across the network. Hence, when the number of destinations increases, the drop ratio of bundles decreases, resulting in a higher delivery ratio and smaller delays. Furthermore, destination nodes may not be reachable within a bundle's lifetime. To address the said issues, QM-EBRP takes advantage of nodes' encounter rate, bundle lifetime and number of bundle replicas to effectively consider how likely one of the bundle's replicas will be delivered within the bundle's lifetime. As shown in Fig. 8a , as compared to HOP-COUNT, DO and FIFO, QM-EBRP has up to 17 % improvement in delivery ratio and also up to 7 % reduction in delay. In terms of DA, Fig. 8d shows that QM-EBRP has up to 24 % improvement. Also, Fig. 8f shows that QM-EBRP has up to 60 % improvement in terms of DAO.
We also compare our simulation results with the analytical results in order to show how highly they are correlated (see Fig. 9 ). Analytical results use Eq. (6) to calculate delivery probability. The 12-h network running is divided into 100 time units in which the total delivery probability is calculated based on the simulation and analytical model. As shown in Fig. 9 , analytical results have higher delivery probability. This is because in the analytical model, facing with full buffer space is disregarded. To this end, despite a time shift, there is a high correlation between simulation and analytical results. The time shift is due to the analytical model calculates delivery probability for the bundles which have not been delivered whereas the simulation model calculates the delivery probability based on the number of delivered bundles and number of generated bundles. As a result, it takes time since the delivery of not delivered bundles are calculated until they will be delivered. Figure 10 depicts the network performance when nodes have different buffer sizes. We increase the simulation duration and bundles' TTL based on working hours to ensure every bundle has enough time to be delivered. We found that bundles' lifetime directly impacts delivery ratio. Accordingly, the policies that consider bundles' lifetime have a high delivery ratio. For example, DO delivers 70 % of bundles when nodes have a buffer size of 10 bundles. FIFO also indirectly considers bundle's TTL such that new arrival bundles are sent upon contact. The results in Fig. 10a show that FIFO delivers 69 % of the total bundles. Similar to Section 5.1, QM-EBRP takes advantage nodes' encounter rate. Figure 10a shows that QM-EBRP has up to 10 % improvement in terms of delivery ratios. As for delays, we see in Fig. 10b that QM-EBRP recorded a 20 % drop. Figure 10c shows that QM-EBRP has 10 % less overheads. In terms of trade-off between delivered bundles and delays, Fig. 10d shows that QM-EBRP has up to 30 % improvement. In total, QM-EBRP achieves up to 35 % improvement.
Working day movement model

Random mobility model
In another scenario, we consider the impact of different buffer sizes when nodes have random movement. A key issue in this model is the inability to predict nodes' future contacts via their encounter rates. Now, suppose that a large number of nodes are randomly located in an area and meet each other frequently for a short period of time. In this case, the nodes' encounter rate increases but nodes may not meet each other in the future as nodes do not follow any predetermined paths. Hence, nodes' encounter rate will be obsolete/inaccurate for future decisions. In this respect, QM-EBRP relies on other parameters such as the number of replicas and their TTL to prioritize bundles. Our simulation results in Fig. 11a show that in terms of delivery, QM-EBRP has up to 10 % improvement as compared to DO and up to 27 % improvement as compared to LEPR, HOP-COUNT, MOFO, LIFO and FIFO. In contrast, we see that MOFO has the lowest delivery ratio at 65 %. This is because MOFO considers delivery probability of bundles based on nodes' encounters, which is highly inaccurate in this mobility model. In terms of delay, Fig. 11b shows that QM-EBRP has a delay of 5050, 5400 and 5500 s when nodes' buffer size is 30, 90 and 200 bundles, respectively. We found that using nodes' encounter rate under a random mobility model causes inaccurate expected delay calculation. However, QM-EBRP also considers the number of disseminated replicas to estimate how likely a bundle will be delivered. Consequently, as compared to LIFO and LEPR, QM-EBRP has up to 16 % reduction in delay and up to 30 % reduction in delay as compared to MOFO. In terms of DAO, Fig 11f shows QM-EBRP has up to 10 and 36 % improvement, respectively, as compared to DO and FIFO.
Discussion
Our results suggest that QM-EBRP performs well across all tested scenarios. They confirm QM-EBRP effectively uses the combination of parameters available locally at each node, namely, a node's encounter rate, bundle's lifetime and number of replicas of a bundle. Indeed, QM-EBRP outperforms other tested policies in terms of both delivery ratio and delay. The reasons that policies such as FIFO, LIFO, LEPR and MOFO perform poorly are their reliance on metrics such as encounter rates or arrival time of a bundle only, which cause these policies to (i) forward bundles that may have insufficient remaining lifetime to be delivered, (ii) drop bundles with a long remaining lifetime or (iii) drop bundles that have a large number of replicas. In terms of the trade-off between delivery ratio and delay, QM-EBRP outperforms other tested policies. This is because, in the calculation of a bundle's utility, delivery ratio and delay are considered together. However, there are limitations to our approach. Specifically, our approach is not effective in reducing delay under the random mobility model. Recall that QM-EBRP uses nodes' encounter rate in the calculation of a bundle's utility, which helps estimate how likely a bundle will be delivered in the future and also its expected delay. However, in the random mobility model, a node that has a high rate of encounter rate will not necessarily be reachable in the future.
Conclusions
This paper has investigated a novel bundle drop/forward policy for encounter-based quota protocols in DTNs.
We proposed a multi-objective function that estimates the delivery ratio and delay of a bundle based on local information that include encounter rate, remaining time to live and number of replicas. This is in contrast to 
